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20 comments

As the new year beckons, James Mumford counts down the best albums of 2013.
Arcade Fire, Vampire Weekend, and David Cameron’s favourite – Haim, all make
the list. But Coffee House readers – what would be on your top ten?

10: Phoenix, Bankrupt!
The revival of the 1980s is the clear theme of my top-ten. The success of Phoenix is a
fascinating story, they being in some ways the band that should-never-have-been.
Not only are they French, they are also in their thirties. For many years they were an
obscure act before their 2006 album It’s Never Been Like That went
stratospheric. Bankrupt! is unadulterated high-octane synth-heavy pop.
‘Entertainment’ is awesome, particularly when it drops to half-time. As for ‘Trying
To Be Cool’, well, it succeeds.
SongtoSavour: Trying To Be Cool
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Noah and the Whale

9: Noah & The Whale, Heart of Nowhere
In 2013 this pioneering west-London band did something new by doing something
old: they released a record in which they didn’t completely reinvent themselves.
Instead, Heart of Nowhere solidifies the pumping, guitar-driven Tom Petty-esque
sound forged in their previous album of 2011, Last Night on the Earth. Listening to
Charlie Fink – whose thin, distinctive voice sounds better than ever – is like having
the Sphinx on speakerphone: at one point he tells us to try and treat our parents
well.
Songtosavour: Now Is Exactly The Time

Ezra Koenig of Vampire Weekend

 
8: Vampire Weekend, Modern Vampires of the City
Talk about having created an unmistakable sound. Vampire Weekend are
identifiable by only the snippest of snippets, due mainly to the pairing of Ezra
Koenig’s vocals, as pitch perfect live as on record, and Rostam Batmanglij’s dazzling
organ and keyboard arrangements. And there’s a fantastic range to this third studio
album, all the way from the frenetic high-tempo ‘Diane Young’ to the dreamy,
unhurried ‘Hannah Hunt’.
Songtosavour: Unbelievers
 
7: The Civil Wars, (Selftitled)
‘Internal discord and irreconcilable differences of ambition’ was the reason cited in
the press release. Just when they were in the ascendant, in the middle of a massive
sell-out UK tour in 2012, the dynamic duo Joy Williams and John Paul White who
constituted The Civil Wars split up. Extraordinary, then, that out of this enmity an
album emerged at all. The result is the rawest and richest of records. But with the
couple not having spoken since the recording, it’s difficult not to wonder whether
lyrics like, ‘Oh I wish I’d never seen your face’, might be a touch testimonial.
Songtosavour: Dust To Dust
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The National

6: The National, Trouble Will Find Me
 Without doubt for me the most addictive album of the year. The National will never
be a massive band because Matt Berninger doesn’t sing up the octave on his
choruses. But that’s what makes the band so good. Wistful, mellow, melancholic,
many of the melodies – ‘Fireproof’, ‘Slipped’ – sound like they’ve been around
forever. Lyrically, their scansion is second-to-none. It’s quite amazing how
Berninger manages to cram in the chorus of ‘Don’t Swallow The Cap’ – ‘When they
ask what do I see, I see a bright white beautiful heaven hanging over me’.
Songtosavour: Don’t Swallow The Cap

Laura Marling

5: Laura Marling, Once I Was An Eagle
This is Laura Marling’s greatest album yet. Inclusion of songs like ‘Once’ have
invariably elicited comparisons with Joni Mitchell. But the Indian sitar-style acoustic
guitar rhythms of ‘I was An Eagle’ and ‘Master Hunter’ have overtones more of Led
Zeppelin. And the writing? ‘Once is enough to make you think twice’ smacks of Dylan.
SongtoSavour: Master Hunter
 
4: Haim, Days Are Gone
This debut album from three sisters from San Fernando valley was eagerly awaited.
Would Este, Danielle and Alana Haim be able to do justice to the energy, groove and
sheer sassiness of their live performances? Days Are Gone suggested an ‘enormous
yes’.
SongtoSavour: Honey & I
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Johnny Flynn

 
3: Johnny Flynn, Country Mile
Last month I interviewed prodigiously talented actor-cum-singer-songwriter Johnny
Flynn for the Spectator. This album, Flynn’s third, is mesmerising. It’s also eclectic,
from the uplifting organ-heavy gospel of ‘The Lady Is Risen’ to the lullaby of
‘Einstein’s Idea’, and the pure samba of ‘Foi-de-Rol’.
SongtoSavour: The Lady Is Risen
2: Phosphorescent, Muchacho
Singer-songwriter Matthew Houck, or ‘Phosphorescent’, has been my discovery of
the year. The fantastically rich production of Muchacho makes it a wonderfully
welcoming record. Emotionally, the surface of the songs, as T.S. Eliot wrote of
Tennyson’s poems, are ‘intimate with [their] depths’. Explicitly evoking Johnny Cash
in the opening of ‘Song for Zula’ (‘Some say love is a burning thing’), and with a voice
as intimate and vulnerable as Willie Nelson’s, with this album Alabama-Born Houck
refashions country music for a wider audience.
SongtoSavour: Song for Zula

Arcade Fire

 
1: Arcade Fire, Reflektor
This recommendation might read rather ridiculously since I’m more biased than you
would believe. For me, the eight-man strong Montreal band can’t put a foot
wrong. Reflector really picks up where The Suburbs (The Grammy’s 2011 Album of
the Year) left off. DISCO IS BACK!, complete with Germanic sequence parts,
compressed drums and compulsive bass-lines. But the songs also surprise, like in
‘Here Comes The Night Time’ when all the power gives way to simple riff played on a
toy-piano. Finally, what’s new about Arcade Fire’s fourth album is the sax. In the title
track it comes in with the chorus. In ‘Flashbulb Eyes’ it arrives at the end – in the
album’s single greatest moment – to create an unbelievably ebullient, truly
transcendent climax.
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SongtoSavour: Flashbulb Eyes
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• Reply •

monty61 •  11 days ago
Who are all these people? And why should I care? This is the Speccy not the
Grauniad's tryhard section for the man-bag owning, be-stubbled, moderately
educated underwaged. Is this your new target demographic?

  13  1  

• Reply •

Swanky  •  10 days ago monty61
Your last question, to answer it: Yes.

On the other hand, I am always looking out for New&Interesting, and I'm
someone that finds myself singing five new song fragments a day (my own:
they come into my head).

  1  

• Reply •

monty61  •  9 days ago Swanky
If it's tunes you like I can recommend some Schubert.

  1  

• Reply •

Swanky  •  9 days ago monty61
Ah. Anything in particular?

  1  

• Reply •

monty61  •  9 days ago Swanky
For those new to Schubert I typically recommend Ian
Bostridge's Schubert: 25 Lieder on EMI.

If you prefer your music live then St John's Smith Square are
running a Schubert festival 1-2 Feb, with the wonderful James
Gilchrist (his rendition of the Schubert song cycle Die Schone
Mullerin at the Oxford Lieder Festival a few years back is one
of my lifetime concert highlights). It's five concerts over two
days Saturday and Sunday. I have my tickets already.

  1  
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• Reply •  1  

• Reply •

Swanky  •  9 days ago monty61
Thanks very much. I don't live in England but perhaps
someone else can use the suggestion.

  1  

• Reply •

Radford_NG •  10 days ago
Never heard of them.

Never heard of The Smiths (nor Elizabeth David) till they were promoted by the BBC
in the 21st Century.

  4  

• Reply •

Radford_NG  •  10 days ago Radford_NG
Favour Una Person and Catherine Cornelius in the 20th Century.

  1  

• Reply •

Swanky  •  10 days ago Radford_NG
I liked Per Una too, until it started catering to the Older Larger Lady.
; )

  1  

• Reply •

Abhay •  10 days ago
Wastrels, a-holes, attention-whores and peddlers of bull-sh-it!!
Is there a strong reason to celebrate them here?
NO!!

  4  1  

• Reply •

Daniel Maris •  10 days ago
Haim were good on Jools Holland tonight.

  2  

• Reply •

BoiledCabbage •  11 days ago
Away with this drivel, Bowie did it.

  3  1  

• Reply •

Swanky •  10 days ago
Question. Why do bands always have to pose as if they are simultaneously models
for weird designer clothes and poet-philosophers in the act of contemplation? I
don't believe them, in either case.

  1  

• Reply •

dalai guevara •  11 days ago
for those travelling over Xmas/NY: Music for Airports - Brian Eno
for those who still value skateboards: Open Eye Signal - Jon Hopkins
for those who cannot be bothered to shift: Ironside - Quincy Jones

  1  2  

• Reply •

Swanky  •  10 days ago dalai guevara
I have never valued skateboards.

  

• Reply •

dalai guevara  •  10 days ago Swanky
It's Ironside for you then, luv.

  

• Reply •

Smithersjones2013 •  10 days ago
Are there any Roma or Bulgar bands in the list? There soon will be!

  2  

allymax bruce •  7 days ago
I thought the best 3 song lyrics of 2013 came from two female performers; Miley
Cyrus, and Lady Gaga. Lady Gaga showing her recognition, (sarcasm?), realism of
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Cyrus, and Lady Gaga. Lady Gaga showing her recognition, (sarcasm?), realism of
21st century 'me-me-me' penchant; personified in the greed of the elitist class. Miss
Cyrus, in her two songs, 'We can't stop, & Wrecking ball', did more than anybody to
strip away the dogma out of Christianity; excellent lyrics especially in We can't stop.
I'm surprised more Christians aren't coming out and saying this too; we still have
the rubbish of King James rotting our Christian religion for what is basically
'Middle-Ages' dogma! As far as I'm concerned, only the New Covenant is valid. And
Christians aren't Jews, thus, as interesting as it is to read about 'ancient Jewish'
cultism, it's definitely not important to be pouring dogmatically over the Old
Covenant in being a Christian! The clue is kinda in the titles; 'Old Covenant', that
which is done away with, & replaced, superceded even, by the New Covenant
through jesus! It's definitely time to move away from rote the dogmas of the Jewish
Old Covenant that God had with Moses, to our New Christian Covenant we have
with Jesus.! Happy New year!

  

• Reply •

Charles Ramsden •  11 days ago
Empire of The Sun - Ice On The Dune; John Legend - Love In The Future;
Telekinesis - Dormarion; Wild Belle - Isles; and of course Lana Del Ray's Born To
Die should all be there.

  

• Reply •

Darnell Jackson  •  10 days ago Charles Ramsden
Thank you Charles, all available on Spotify and I look forwards to listening.
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